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7 At the zoo
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2
 

03

CD3  Listen and check.

3
 

04

CD3  
Listen and say ‘yes’ or ‘no’.

1 Lenny thinks the most
exciting animal is the giraffe.

No.

1
 
Look, think and say the answers.

1 What are Lenny and Stella doing?

2 Who’s asking the questions?

3 What’s the quiz about?

4 Who do you think is winning?

Grammar

quick   the quickest

big   the biggest

exciting  the most exciting

beautiful  the most beautiful

good   the best

Superlative of two- and three-syllable adjectives

giraffe

elephant
lion

tiger

dolphin
snake

blue whale
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4  Read and correct the sentences.

5  What do you think? Write sentences.

1 Kangaroos are the biggest animals.

2 Bears are the loudest animals.

3 One of the smallest animals in the world is a rabbit. 

4 The quickest animals are lizards.

5 Monkeys are the second cleverest animals.

6 Fred thinks pandas are the most exciting animals.

beautiful exciting boring clever ugly

‘Superlative’ animals

5th May, posted by Fred

Animals are one of the most interesting things to watch and study. A lot of people think that 

elephants are the biggest animals in the world, but the biggest animals are blue whales. 

They’re the longest, biggest and the loudest of all animals. They’re louder than planes. 

One of the smallest animals in the world is a lizard. It’s between one and two centimetres long. 

The quickest animal is a bird which can fly at more than three hundred kilometres an hour.

The cleverest animals are humans, that’s us! Some people think that monkeys are the second 

cleverest, but they aren’t. Dolphins are cleverer than monkeys. 

My favourite animals are tigers. I think they’re the most exciting and most beautiful animals. 

blue whale   dolphin   elephant   giraffe   lion   snake   tiger

Wild animals  Fred’s blog on wild life search

I think the rabbit is the most boring animal here.

Blue whales are the biggest animals.
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Grammar6
 
Look, think and say the answers.

7
 

05

CD3  Listen and check.

8

 
06

CD3  
Listen and say the letter.

1 Mr Star drove the 
children to the zoo. a

drew came drove saw swam 

slept went fl ew bought sat 

caught ate ran

a

b

c

e

d

f

g

1 Where did the children go?

2 Who did Suzy give her 

picture to?

3 What animals did they see?

4 Which animal did Simon

like the best?

out of into round

Grammar

buy  bought go  went 

catch  caught run  ran

come  came see  saw

draw  drew sit  sat

eat  ate sleep  slept 

fly  flew swim  swam 

Past simple irregular verbs   Prepositions
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9
 

08

CD3  Listen and do the actions.

10
 

09

CD3  Listen and sing.

11
 
Write another verse for the song.

crocodile giraffe tiger

panda snake bat

smile dance jump

laugh climb hop

The elephants drank, drank, drank,

The parrots flew, flew, flew,

The dolphins swam, swam, swam,

At the zoo, zoo, zoo.

The elephants drank, drank, drank,

The parrots flew, flew, flew,

The dolphins swam, swam, swam,

At the zoo, zoo, zoo.

What did you do,

What did you do,

What did you do,

When you saw, saw, saw them

At the zoo, zoo, zoo?

The monkeys ate, ate, ate,

The children drew, drew, drew,

The lions slept, slept, slept,

At the zoo, zoo, zoo.

The monkeys ate, ate, ate,

The children drew, drew, drew,

The lions slept, slept, slept,

At the zoo, zoo, zoo.

What did you do,

What did you do,

What did you do,

When you saw, saw, saw them

At the zoo, zoo, zoo?

When you saw, saw, saw them

At the zoo, zoo, zoo?

The crocodiles smiled, smiled, smiled,

The giraffes ... , ... , ... ,
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 S ella’s phonicsella’s phonics12 11

CD3

Cookbook

Sue’s a kangaroo at 

the zoo.
She’s looking in her 

cookbook.

Look! The animals at the zoo love

Sue’s blue juice!

13  Make questions. Ask and answer.

bat shark panda cat

kangaroo elephant

ugliest best most dangerous

quickest loudest smallestelephant loudest

Which animal
is the … ?

name 1 name 2 name 3 name 4 name 5 name 6

loudest

Which animal is the loudest? I think elephants are the loudest.

 The short vowel sound ‘oo’ and the long vowel sound ‘oo’ (look and tooth)
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14
 

13

CD3  Listen to the story.

15
 
Act out the story.
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F ct

Instead of bones, sharks have a 

skeleton made from cartilage.

FFFFFFFF

1
 
Look and read. Say the correct sentences.

1 There are two hundred bones in the human body.

2 All our bones are in our hands and feet.

3 The smallest bone in our body is in the arm.

4 The shortest bone is in the leg.

5 A human has got the same number of feet bones as a giraffe.

a b c d

There are 206 bones in the human body. More 

than a half of these are in the hands and feet. 

Bones are about 22 per cent water. The smallest 

bone in the body is in the ear and the longest 

bone is in the leg. Most bones have calcium in 

them. Human skeletons aren’t very different from 

the skeletons of other animals. A human has got 

the same number of neck bones as a giraffe!bone skeleton

bone   calcium   cartilage   per cent   skeleton

3
 
Look at the four skeletons. Which animals are they from?

2
 
Read and say the skeleton that corresponds to each description.

1 This animal’s got very long, strong wings to help it fly quickly.

2 This animal’s got long arms and legs to climb trees in the jungle.

3 This animal’s got a very long tail to help it stand up.

4 This animal’s got very long neck bones to eat leaves from high trees.
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4
 
Read and say the words to complete the text.

giraffes tail Monkeys long Crocodiles skeletons

Different animals have got different 

1 . This is because they live in 

different habitats and they have 

to do different things to live. Some 

animals fly, some swim, some run, 

some jump and some climb. 2  

have got long, strong 3  bones. 

These help them to move quickly 

when they catch animals to eat. 

They’ve also got big eyes on the 

top of their heads. These stay out 

of the water looking for food when 

the rest of its body is under water. 

The leaves which 4  eat are at 

the top of high trees, so they need 

very 5  neck bones to get them. 

6  have often got long arms, legs 

and tails. These help them to climb 

and to move more quickly from 

tree to tree. They sometimes need 

to run away from other bigger, 

hungrier animals!

5
 

14

CD3  Listen and say ‘yes’ or ‘no’.

Make a class comic of ‘Super Animals’.

•  Think of two or three 

different animals and 

their skeletons. 

•  What can they do 

with their different 

bones and body parts? 

•  What’s your Super 

Animal called?

•  What body parts has 

it got?

• What can it do?

Projec
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